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Gases typically display large flow mobilities in porous media relative to oil or water, thereby
impairing their effectiveness as displacing fluids. Foamed gas, though, is a promising agent for
achieving mobility control in porous media. Because reservoir-scale simulation is a vital
component of the engineering and economic evaluation of any enhanced oil recovery (EOR) or
aquifer remediation project, efficient application of foam as a displacement fluid requires a
predictive numerical model. Unfortunately, no such model is currently available for foam
injection in the field where flow is multidimensional and the porous medium is heterogeneous.
We have incorporated a conservation equation for the number density of foam bubbles into a
fully implicit, three-dimensional, compositional, and thermal reservoir simulator and created a
fully functional, mechanistic foam simulator. Because foam mobility is a strong function of
bubble texture, the bubble population balance is necessary to make accurate predictions of foamflow behavior. Foam generation and destruction are included through rate expressions that
depend on saturations and surfactant concentration. Gas relative permeability and effective
viscosity are modified according to the texture of foam bubbles. In this paper, we explore foam
flow in radial, layered, and heterogeneous porous media. Simulations in radial geometries
indicate that foam can be formed deep within rock formations, but that the rate of propagation is
slow. Foam proves effective in controlling gas mobility in layered porous media. Significant
flow diversion and sweep improvement by foam are predicted, regardless of whether the layers
are communicating or isolated.

Introduction
Field application of foam is a technically viable enhanced
oil recovery (EOR) process as demonstrated by steam-foam
field studies1-4 and recent nonthermal application of foam
in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea5, 6. Foam can
mitigate gravity override of oil-rich zones and/or selective
channeling through high permeability streaks, thereby
improving volumetric displacement efficiency .
For example, Patzek and Koinis1 report that two
different pilot studies in the Kern River Field (Kern Co.,
California) showed major incremental oil-recovery response
after about two years of foam injection. They report
increased production of 5.5 to 14% of the original oil in
place (OOIP) over a five year period. Djabbarah et al.2
report improved vertical and areal sweep efficiency in the
South Belridge Field (Kern Co., California) and an
incremental oil production of 183,000 B from two,
contiguous, ten-acre, inverted, nine-spot patterns following
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a foam injection period of about 1 year. Friedmann et al.3
report more even injection profiles with steam foam, in-situ
foam generation, and foam propagation in rock formations.
Efficient application and evaluation of candidates for
foam EOR processes, though, requires a predictive
numerical model of foam displacement. A mechanistic
model would also expedite scale-up of the process from the
laboratory to the field. No mechanistic, field-scale model for
foam displacement is currently in use.
The population-balance method for modeling foam in
porous media7, 8 is mechanistic and incorporates foam into
reservoir simulators in a manner that is analogous to energy
and species mass balances7, 8. Accordingly, a separate
conservation equation is written for the concentration of
foam bubbles. This simply adds another component to a
standard n-component compositional simulator.
Until recently, the population balance method has only
been used to model steady-state results in glass beadpacks7
and Berea sandstone9 or to predict transient flow10, 11, but
not both. Previously, we presented the results of an
extensive experimental and simulation study of transient and
steady foam flow in one-dimensional porous media12,13.
This initial work detailed the development of a mechanistic
model for foam displacement that was easily implemented,
fit simply into the framework of current reservoir
simulators, and employed a minimum of physically
meaningful parameters. Propagation of foam fronts within
Boise sandstone was tracked experimentally and simulated
successfully under a variety of injection modes and initial
conditions13, 14.
This paper extends our foam displacement model to
multidimensional, compositional, and nonisothermal
reservoir simulation. For numerical stability and to
accommodate the long time steps necessary for successful
reservoir-scale simulation, a fully implicit backwarddifferencing scheme is used. The simulator employs
saturation and surfactant concentration dependent rate
expressions for lamella formation and destruction. Lamella
mobilization is similarly included.
Our objectives are to show that not only is populationbalance-based simulation of foam displacement possible in
multidimensional heterogeneous porous media, but also
highly instructive in regard to the physics of foam
displacement. We consider geometrically simple,
isothermal, oil-free systems. This allows easy comparison
with our previous experimental and simulation results12, 13.
Numerous verification exercises are performed to discover
the role foam plays in gas displacement through zones of
contrasting permeability and to highlight the interplay of
foam-bubble texture and gas mobility.
Foam in Porous Media. Foam microstructure in porous
media is unique15. Accordingly, to model gas mobility it is
important to understand foamed-gas microstructure12. In
water-wet porous media, the wetting surfactant solution
remains continuous, and the gas phase is dispersed.
Aqueous liquid completely occupies the smallest pore
channels where it is held by strong capillary forces, coats
pore walls in the gas-filled regions, and composes the
lamellae separating individual gas bubbles. Only minimal
amounts of liquid transport as lamellae. Most of the aqueous
phase is carried through the small, completely liquid-filled

channels. Gas bubbles flow through the largest, least
resistive pore space while significant stationary bubbles
reside in the intermediate-sized pore channels where the
local pressure gradient is insufficient to sustain mobilized
lamellae.
Foam reduces gas mobility in two manners. First,
stationary or trapped foam blocks a large number of
channels that otherwise carry gas. Gas tracer studies11, 16
show that the fraction of gas trapped within a foam at steady
state in sandstones is quite large and lies between 85 and
99%. Second, bubble trains within the flowing fraction
encounter significant drag because of the presence of pore
walls and constrictions, and because the gas/liquid
interfacial area of a flowing bubble is constantly altered by
viscous and capillary forces17, 18. Hence, foam mobility
depends strongly on the fraction of gas trapped and on the
texture or number density of foam bubbles.
Bubble trains are in a constant state of rearrangement by
foam generation and destruction mechanisms15. Individual
foam bubbles are molded and shaped by pore-level making
and breaking processes that depend strongly on the porous
medium9, 15. To account for foam texture in a mechanistic
sense, foam generation and coalescence must be tracked
directly. Additionally, bubble trains halt when the local
pressure gradient is insufficient to keep them mobilized, and
other trains then begin to flow. Bubble trains exist only on a
time-averaged sense. More detailed summaries of the porelevel distribution of foam, and the mechanisms controlling
texture are given in refs. 12 and 15.
Modeling Foam Displacement
A variety of empirical and theoretical methods for modeling
foam displacement are available in the literature. These
range from population-balance methods7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20
to percolation models21-25 and from applying so-called
fractional flow theories26, 27 to semi-empirical alteration of
gas-phase mobilities1, 28-34. Of these four methods, only
the population balance method and network or percolation
models arise from first principles.
Population-Balance Method. The power of the populationbalance method lies in addressing directly the evolution of
foam texture and, in turn, reduction in gas mobility. Gas
mobility is assessed from the concentration or texture of
bubbles. Further, the method is mechanistic in that welldocumented pore-level events are portrayed in foam
generation, coalescence, and constitutive relations. Most
importantly, the population balance provides a general
framework where all the relevant physics of foam
generation and transport may be expressed.
We chose the population-balance method because of its
generality and because of the similarity of the equations to
the usual mass and energy balances that comprise
compositional reservoir simulation. Only a brief summary of
the method is given here as considerable details of our
implementation are available in the literature12-14.
The requisite material balance on chemical species i
during multiphase flow in porous media is written as
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where ϕ is the porosity, S is the saturation of phase j, C is
the molar concentration of species i in phase j, Γ is the
adsorption of species
i from phase j in units of moles per
r
void volume, F is the vector of combined convective and
diffusive flux of species i in phase j, and q is a rate of
generation of i in phase j per unit volume of porous
medium. To obtain the total mass of species i, we sum over
all phases j.
In the foam bubble population balance, Sfnf replaces
SiCi,j where nf is the number concentration or number
density of foam bubbles per unit volume of flowing gas and
Sf is the saturation of flowing gas. Hence, the first term of
the time derivative is the rate at which flowing-foam texture
becomes finer or coarser per unit rock volume. Since foam
partitions into flowing and stationary portions, Γ becomes
Stnt where St and nt are the saturation of the stationary gas
and the texture of the trapped foam per unit volume of
trapped gas, respectively. Thus, the second term of the time
derivative gives the net rate at which bubbles trap. Trapped
and flowing foam saturation sum to the overall gas
saturation, Sg = Sf + Sg. The second term on the left of Eq.
(1)
r tracks the convection of foam bubbles where the flux,
F , is given by u f n f , and u f is the Darcy velocity of the
flowing foam. We neglect dispersion. Finally, q becomes the
net rate of generation of foam bubbles. Within the above
framework, foam is a component of the gas phase and the
physics of foam generation and transport become amenable
to standard reservoir simulation practice.
The net rate of foam generation:

r
r 1/ 3
r
q f = ϕSg k1 | vw || v f | −k −1 | v f | n f

[

]

(2)

is written per unit volume of gas. In the simulations to
follow, we do not inject pregenerated foam and so we do
not require a rsource/sink
term for bubbles. Interstitial
r
velocities, i.e., v i = ui / ϕSi , are local vector quantities that
depend on the local saturation and total potential gradient,
including gravity and capillary pressure. Foam generation is
taken as a power-law expression that is proportional to the
magnitude of the flux of surfactant solution multiplied by
the 1/3 power of the magnitude of the interstitial gas
velocity. The liquid-velocity dependence originates from the
net imposed liquid flow through pores occupied by both gas
and liquid, whereas the gas-velocity dependence arises from
the time for a newly formed lens to exit a pore35. Snap-off
is sensibly independent of surfactant properties consistent
with its mechanical origin15. The proportionality constant
reflects the number of foam germination sites. Intuitively,
the number of snap-off sites falls with decreasing liquid
saturation. However, k1 is taken as a constant here. The
generation rate expression does vary implicitly with liquid
saturation through the gas and liquid velocities.
To prevent coalescence of newly formed gas bubbles, a
surfactant must stabilize the gas/liquid interface. Foam
lamellae form given sufficient suction capillary pressure and
a stabilizing surfactant. However, too high of a suction-

capillary pressure will overcome the stabilizing influence of
surfactant and collapse a lamella15. A flowing lamella is
vulnerable to breakage in termination sites as it flows into a
divergent pore space where it is stretched rapidly. If
sufficient time does not elapse for surfactant solution to flow
into a lamella and heal it, coalescence ensues36.
Equation (2) shows that foam lamellae are destroyed in
proportion to the magnitude of their interstitial flux, v f n f ,
into such termination sites. The coalescence rate constant,
k-1, varies strongly with the local capillary pressure and
surfactant formulation. It is given by

k −1 =

o 
k−1 

2

Pc 
 ,
*
P
 c − Pc 

(3)
0

*

where the scaling factor, k -1 is taken as a constant and P c is
the limiting capillary pressure for foam coalescence37.
*
The "limiting capillary pressure," P c, as identified by
37
Khatib et al. , refers to the characteristic value of capillary
pressure that a porous medium approaches during strong
foam flow. It is set primarily by surfactant formulation and
concentration. Highly concentrated foamer solutions and
*
robust surfactants lead to a high P c. In situations where
*
surfactant transport is transient, we expect P c to vary locally
with surfactant concentration. The experimental work of
Aronson et al.38 suggests the following functional form for
*
P c versus surfactant concentration of robust foamer
solutions:

C 
*
*
Pc = Pc, max  os 
 Cs 
*

(4)
*

0

where P c,max is a limiting value for P c and C s is a reference
surfactant concentration for strong net foam generation.
In the simulations of heterogeneous porous media to
*
follow, we assume that P c is independent of absolute
permeability. Foam-lamella coalescence is determined
mainly by the rupture capillary pressure of isolated lamellae
which, in turn is set by the concentration and type of
surfactant, and not the nature the porous medium36.
Equations (3) and (4) correctly predict that at high capillary
pressures or for ineffective foamer solutions k-1 is quite
high37, 38. The foam coalescence rate approaches infinity as
*
the porous medium capillary pressure approaches P c. We
also assume geometric similarity between layers of differing
permeability. Thus, for a uniform liquid saturation in the
heterogeneous medium, foam is more vulnerable to
breakage in the low permeability zones because Pc scales
inversely as the square root of the absolute permeability
according to the Leverett J-function39.
In addition to bubble kinetic expressions, the mass
balance statements for chemical species demand constitutive
relationships for the convection of foam and wetting liquid
phases. Darcy’s law is retained, including standard
multiphase relative permeability functions. However, for
flowing foam, we replace the gas viscosity with an effective
viscosity relation for foam. Since flowing gas bubbles lay
down thin lubricating films of wetting liquid on pore walls,
they do not exhibit a Newtonian viscosity. We adopt an
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effective viscosity relation that increases foam effective
viscosity as texture increases, but is also shear thinning

αn f
µ f = µg + r 1/ 3
| vf |

(5)

where α is a constant of proportionality dependent mainly
upon the surfactant system. In the limit of no flowing foam
we recover the gas viscosity. This relation is consistent with
the classical result of Bretherton40 for slow bubble flow in
capillary tubes (see also, refs. 17, 18, 41, 42).
Finally, stationary foam blocks large portions of the
cross-sectional area available for gas flow and, thus must be
accounted for to determine gas flux. Since the portion of gas
that actually flows partitions selectively into the largest,
least resistive flow channels, we adopt a "Stone-type"
relative permeability model43 that, along with effective
viscosity, specifies gas-phase flow resistance. Because
wetting aqueous liquid flows in the smallest pore space, its
relative permeability is unaffected by the presence of
flowing and stationary foam in accordance with the
experimental results of refs. 44-48. Since flowing foam
partitions selectively into the largest pore space, the relative
permeability of the nonwetting flowing gas is a function of
only Sf. Consequently, gas mobility is much reduced in
comparison to an unfoamed gas propagating through a
porous medium, because the fraction of gas flowing at any
instant is quite small11, 16.
Compositional Foam Simulator
Our starting point for multidimensional foam simulation is
2
M NOTS (Multiphase Multicomponent Nonisothermal
Organics Transport Simulator), a nonisothermal, ncomponent, compositional simulator capable of handling
three-phase flow in response to viscous, gravity, and
capillary forces42. It is a compositional extension of
TOUGH243, 44 and uses the integral finite difference
method (IFDM) to discretize the flow domain (cf., ref. 52).
Spatial gradients are calculated in a manner
identical to the classic block-centered finite difference
method. Flow mobilities are upstream weighted except for
the absolute permeability between blocks of differing
permeability. These are based on harmonic weighting.
A cubic equation of state represents the thermodynamic
properties of the gas phase, which for nitrogen gas at the
temperatures and pressures simulated here reduces to an
ideal gas. The method of corresponding states describes the
oil phase. The International Steam Tables provide the
properties of the aqueous phase45. The simulator has been
used successfully to model the deposition and clean up of
petroleum hydrocarbons from soils and groundwater42.
We treat foam bubbles as a nonchemical component of
the gas phase. Thus, the additional transport equation for
foam-bubble texture described above is added to the mass
balances for water, gas, and n organic components. The
discretized foam-bubble equation is fully implicit with
upstream weighting of the gas-phase mobility consistent
with all other chemical species. Surfactant is simply an
organic component that is highly soluble in water. In each
grid block, the magnitude of the vectors representing the
interstitial gas and liquid velocities are used to compute

foam generation and coalescence rates from Eq. (2). The
magnitude of each velocity is obtained by first summing the
flow of each phase into and out of a grid block in the three
orthogonal directions. Then the arithmetic average for each
direction is calculated and the magnitude of the resultant
vector used to calculate foam generation and coalescence
rates. The gas velocity is similarly computed for the shearthinning portion of the foam effective viscosity.
Numerical values of the population balance parameters
are determined from steady-state measurements in onedimensional linear flow. Steady-state flow trends,
saturation, and pressure drop profiles are matched. These
can all be obtained within one experimental run. The suite of
foam displacement parameters do not need to be adjusted to
accommodate different types of transient injection or initial
conditions. Parameter values used here are taken from ref.
13 and apply specifically to very strong foams in the
absence of oil and under isothermal conditions.
Numerical Model Results
Because there are numerous initial conditions, modes of
injection, and multidimensional geometries of interest, we
present the results from several carefully chosen illustrative
examples. First, we compare simulator predictions against
experimental results for the simultaneous injection of
nitrogen and foamer solution into a linear core presaturated
with surfactant solution. Second, foam flow in
heterogeneous, noncommunicating and communicating
linear layers is considered. The layers are again assumed to
be presaturated with surfactant. Next, we simulate the onedimensional radial flow of foam and consider two different
initial conditions. In one case, the porous medium is initially
free of surfactant, while in the following case, it is initially
saturated with surfactant solution. Here, we focus on the
evolution of gas mobility as foam flows outward radially.
Finally, we present simulations of surfactant and gas
coinjection into a 2.5-acre five-spot pattern that is initially
free of surfactant. To avoid confusion between foam
formation, surfactant propagation and adsorption, foam-oil
interaction, and partitioning of surfactant into the oil phase,
we choose a porous medium that does not adsorb surfactant
and never contains any oil. In all simulations, the rock is
initially filled with the aqueous phase, Sw = 1. Nitrogen and
foamer solution are coinjected simultaneously. Thus, we
focus attention on foam formation, coalescence, transport,
and reduction of gas mobility.
Linear Core. In the first example, nitrogen is injected
continuously into a linear core of length 0.60 m at a rate of
0.43 m/day relative to the exit pressure of 4.8 MPa. Foamer
solution is also injected continuously at 0.046 m/day to give
a quality or gas fractional flow of 0.90 at the core exit. The
medium is initially filled with surfactant solution. These
flow rates and initial conditions correspond exactly to our
previous experiments conducted in a 1.3-d Boise sandstone
with a length of 0.60 m 12, 13. The foamer is a saline
solution (0.83 wt% NaCl) with 0.83 wt% active Bioterg AS40, a C14-16 alpha olefin sulfonate, available from Stepan
Chemical Company.
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Fig. 2—Experimental and model transient pressure
profiles for 1-d displacement.
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Figures 1 and 2 display the transient experimental and
simulated saturation and pressure profiles, respectively.
Figure 3 displays the foam texture profiles. Theoretical
results are represented by solid lines. Dashed lines simply
connect the individual data points. Elapsed time is given as
pore volumes of total fluid injected, that is, as the ratio of
total volumetric flow rate at exit conditions multiplied by
time and divided by the core void volume.
Steep saturation fronts are measured and predicted at all
time levels in Fig. 1 whereby aqueous-phase saturation
upstream of the front is roughly 30% and downstream it is
100%. Model fronts are somewhat steeper and sharper than
those measured experimentally, but the theoretical saturation
profiles track experimental results very well. From the
saturation profiles it is apparent that foam moves through
the core in a piston-like fashion. Note that the simulation
displays little numerical dispersion.
Even though nitrogen and surfactant solution are injected
separately, rapid foam generation and liquid desaturation
occur at the core inlet. A region of net foam generation near
the inlet is clearly evident in the transient pressure profiles
of Fig. 2. Both the experiments and calculations show that
pressure gradients near the inlet are shallow, indicating that
flow resistance is small and foam textures are coarse
consistent with the injection of unfoamed gas. Steep
pressure gradients are found downstream of the inlet region.
These steep pressure gradients confirm the existence of a
strong foam piston-like front moving through the core.
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Fig. 1—Experimental and model transient aqueousphase saturation profiles for 1-d displacement.
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Fig. 3—Model transient flowing-foam texture profiles for
1-d displacement.

Figure 3 reports the predicted foam texture as a function
of dimensionless distance and time. We find a coarsely
textured foam near the inlet. Beyond the first fifth of the
core, foam texture becomes very fine and nearly constant at
each time level until it rises and peaks immediately before
the front. High pressure gradients and fine foam textures are
seen where liquid saturation is low and vice versa. No
method currently exists to measure in situ foam texture
directly. However, the predicted effluent bubble textures do
match the bubble size of foams exiting a similar Berea
sandstone9, 19.
One interesting feature of Fig. 3 is the elevation of foam
texture near the foam front above that in steady-state and
also that immediately upstream of the foam front. This
feature is more pronounced here than in our previous
modeling work12, 13. The difference occurs because of the
switch from an IMPES (implicit pressure explicit saturation)
method with explicit upstream weighting of fluid mobilities
to a fully implicit scheme. Physically, foam texture is fine at
the foam front because the aqueous-phase saturation
increases from roughly 0.30 to 1. For high aqueous-phase
saturation, Eq. (3) gives a very low foam coalescence rate.
At the same time, interstitial liquid and gas rates are high
resulting in a large rate of net foam generation. Setting Eq.
(2) to zero and solving for the value of the local equilibrium
foam texture indeed shows that texture can be quite high at
the foam front. Because this intensive foam generation is
confined to a very small region, pressure gradients at the
foam front are affected negligibly, as displayed in Fig. 2.
Further, as this result appears to be physical, we make no
attempt to suppress it.
Gas compressibility effects are also found in Fig. 3. At
steady state, the foam texture decreases along the latter
portion of the of the core. As they flow downstream, the
small compressible foam bubbles find themselves out of
equilibrium with the lower pressure. Consequently, bubbles
expand increasing their velocity. This increased velocity
triggers increased foam coalescence and a more coarsely
textured foam. Gas compressibility similarly accounts for
foam textures finer than the steady-state texture upstream of
the foam fronts at time levels of 0.65 and 0.80 PV.
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Fig. 4—Fraction of the initial water displaced by foamed
gas and unfoamed gas as a function of time from two
isolated layers.

The improvement of diversion with foam is seen quite
strikingly in Fig. 5 which gives the simulated saturation
profiles in each layer as a function of time. In the highpermeability-layer saturation profile shown in Fig. 5a, the
foam front initially moves more quickly than in the low
permeability layer as illustrated in Fig 5b. However, at 0.44
PV the foam displacement fronts in each layer are
positioned at approximately x/L equal to 0.55. By examining
the displacement fronts at 0.66 PV, we find that the front in
the low permeability layer is actually ahead of the front in
the high permeability layer. Foam breakthrough occurs first
in the low permeability layer. Again, these are very efficient
displacements because we began with the porous medium
saturated with surfactant solution and use strong foam
displacement parameters characteristic of AOS 1416 in oilfree porous media.
Another interesting feature of Fig. 5 is the steady-state
aqueous-phase saturation in each layer. Because the layers
are isolated, the strong foam generated in each layer causes
the capillary pressure of each layer to approach P*c. The
aqueous-phase saturation at steady state in each layer is thus
*
*
set by P c, and the steady-state saturations are related by P c
37
through the Leverett J-function . Hence, the 0.13-d layer
only desaturates to an Sw of about 0.38 before the limiting
capillary pressure is approached, whereas in the 1.3-d layer,
the Sw at steady state is 0.30.
Layer 1 (K1 = 1.3 d)
w

Heterogeneous Noncommunicating Linear Layers. In
this section, we consider the case of two linear layers with
different permeabilities and without cross flow. Both layers
are initially filled with foamer solution as in the previous
case. This geometry applies to a reservoir with continuous
impermeable shale breaks and to parallel core experiments
in the laboratory. The high permeability layer is assigned a
permeability of 1.3 d which is identical to the permeability
of the Boise sandstone cores used in our laboratory12, 13.
The permeability of the second layer is made a factor of 10
smaller, 0.13 d. Each layer is assumed to be geometrically
similar and is given the same porosity, Leverett Jfunction39, and relative permeability functions. Initially,
both layers are saturated with aqueous surfactant solution.
Superficial velocities maintained in these simulations are
the same as in the linear corefloods portrayed in Figs. 1 - 3.
The system length is set at 0.60 m to allow direct
comparison with these corefloods. Continuity of pressure is
maintained at the inlet and outlet. Otherwise, each layer
accepts whatever portion of the injected fluids it desires.
It is useful to begin by considering the effect that foam
has on reapportioning the production from each layer.
Figure 4 displays as solid lines the fraction of the original
water displaced from each layer as a function of the time.
The small amounts of surfactant solution injected with the
gas are not included in the produced volume. Time is again
given nondimensionally by the total pore volumes injected.
Also, injection of nitrogen at 0.48 m/day in the absence of
surfactant is shown with dashed lines as a reference case.
For the unfoamed gas injection, little liquid is produced
from the low permeability layer. Although the displacement
of water from the high permeability layer is initially rapid,
gas quickly moves through the 1.3-d layer and the
production rate declines after only 0.2 PV. Nitrogen is very
mobile relative to water making it an exceptionally poor
displacement fluid. Foaming the nitrogen has a dramatic
effect. Production from both layers is maintained for about a
pore volume of injection indicating that foam provides
efficient displacement in both the high and low permeability
layers. Production stops at 1 PV because the displacement is
essentially complete in 1 PV.

1
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In addition to good agreement with experiment, the
model results in Figs. 1 to 3 agree quite well with our
previous calculations13. Again, the foam displacement
parameters employed here and in the previous work are
identical. In the remaining simulations, we assume that the
fraction of gas flowing in the presence of foam is a constant
equal to 0.10. This shortens the computation time required
for multidimensional calculations by decreasing the stiffness
of the equations. The impact of the increase in foam texture
at the foam front on gas mobility is also moderated.
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Fig. 5—Transient aqueous-phase saturation profiles for
displacement from two isolated layers.

(6b)
Fig. 6—Transient flow-foam textures for displacement
from two isolated layers.

Saturation profiles in Fig. 5 are best understood by
considering the foam texture in each layer. A finely textured
foam forms in the high permeability layer, as portrayed in
Fig. 6a leading to substantial flow resistance. Conversely,
the foam that is generated in the lower permeability layer
shown in Fig. 6b, is over an order of magnitude coarser.
Accordingly, the low permeability layer presents an overall
flow resistance comparable with that of the high
permeability layer. Roughly half of the entire gas flow is
diverted to the 0.13-d layer.
Figure 7 presents the companion pressure-drop
information for simultaneous injection of nitrogen and
foamer solution into isolated layers of differing
permeability. Pressure gradients build quickly in both layers
consistent with the rapid foam generation displayed in Fig.
6. Interestingly, the total system pressure drop is only 2/3 of
that found in the one-dimensional linear flow of Fig. 2 at
these same superficial velocities. Because the foam texture
in both layers of Fig. 6 is substantially less than that
predicted in Fig. 3 for one-dimensional flow, flow resistance
and pressure drop are significantly less.
Comparison of Fig. 7 with the saturation and bubble
texture profiles in Figs. 5 and 6 shows that saturation,
bubble texture, and pressure fronts track exactly as they did
in one-dimensional linear flow. Where foam texture is large,
Sw is low, pressure gradients are large, and vice versa.

Heterogeneous Communicating Linear Layers. The
geometry, initial conditions, and flow rates employed here
are identical to those for the noncommunicating linear layer
case. However, cross-flow between the layers is allowed.
Figure 8 contrasts production of the original aqueous-phase
fluid from each layer when foam is both present (solid lines)
and absent (dashed lines). Again, we find that foam induces
significant production from the low permeability zone
compared to gas injection. Displacement in both layers is
quite efficient.
Figure 9 shows that sharp saturation fronts propagate at
equal rates in both layers. Since the layers are
communicating, gas at the foam front minimizes its flow
resistance. For example, when the local flow resistance in
the 1.3-d layer rises, some portion the foamed gas diverts
into the 0.13-d layer, and vice versa yielding equal
propagation rates in each layer. Saturation fronts in each
layer are, thus, bound together by the necessity to maintain
the minimum flow resistance. Likewise, this is true for
unfoamed gas. The striking feature of Fig. 9 is the efficiency
of displacement in each layer.
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Fig. 7—Transient pressure profiles for displacement
from two isolated layers.
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Fig. 8— Fraction of the initial water displaced by
foamed gas and unfoamed gas as a function of time
from two isolated layers.

Prior to foam breakthrough, Sw upstream of the saturation
front in the low permeability, 0.13-d layer is larger in Fig.
9b than it is in Fig. 5b for noncommunicating layers. During
foam propagation, each layer attempts to come to the Sw
corresponding to the limiting capillary pressure. Because
there is cross-flow and capillary connection between the
layers, water is drawn into the low permeability layer
maintaining Sw at slightly higher levels than in the
noncommunicating layers of Fig. 5b.

(9b)
Fig. 9—Transient aqueous-phase saturation profiles for
displacement from two communicating layers.

Foam breakthrough occurs just after 0.66 PV. After
breakthrough, the aqueous-phase saturation in the high
permeability layer remains constant at about 0.27. In the low
permeability layer, however, Sw slowly increases over time.
At 20 PV the average aqueous phase saturation downstream
of the inlet is 0.58. The lower permeability layer slowly
refills with water in an attempt to come into capillary
equilibrium with the high permeability layer where the
capillary pressure is much lower. Equilibrium is achieved
when Sw reaches roughly 0.87 everywhere in the low
permeability layer.
Refilling of the 0.13-d layer with foamer solution has a
dramatic effect on the foam texture over time, as shown in
Fig. 10b. Prior to foam breakthrough, foam textures are
comparable with those found in the previous cases. At 0.22
PV the bubble density in the low permeability layer
averages about 30 mm-3 in the foam-filled region. After
breakthrough and as the layer refills with water in order to
reduce its capillary pressure, the rate of foam coalescence
decreases with decreasing capillary pressure as indicated by
Eq. (3). Consequently, the net rate of foam generation
increases according to Eq. (2) as does the flowing bubble
texture. The average bubble texture between 0.66 PV and 10
PV increases by a factor of nearly 3.5. Increasing textures
indicate increasing flow resistance. As flow resistance
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increases, the gas flow rate and also the foam coalescence
rate decrease exacerbating the growth in foam texture. The
texture in the high permeability layer shown in Fig. 10a is
relatively coarse in obedience with the large foam
coalescence rates caused by the high capillary pressure there
and the relatively high gas flow rates. The texture becomes
coarser with time because the high permeability layer
carries increasingly more gas that in turn increases foam
coalescence in the 1.3-d layer. In the meantime, the lower
permeability layer fills with foam. The refilling effect is
unlikely to be encountered in practical application of foam
since it only occurs after many PV of foam injection.
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Fig. 11—Transient pressure profiles for displacement
from two communicating layers.
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Fig. 10— Transient flow-foam textures for displacement
from two communicating layers.

The pressure drop profiles shown in Fig. 11 contain
several additional interesting features. First, note the
magnitude of the pressure drops. The maximum pressure
drop displayed is roughly 200 kPa (22 psi), whereas the
identical flow rate conditions in Fig. 2 yielded a steady state
pressure drop of a little more than 1600 kPa (230 psi). The
flow resistance in the 1.3-d layer is small because foam is
coarsely textured there and because the gas superficial
velocity is large exploiting the shear-thinning foam
rheology. This commands a smaller net flow resistance than
that found in the linear one-dimensional and
noncommunicating layer cases. Second, the pressure drop
declines in time as the foam coarsens in the high

Radial Flow. Next, we consider simultaneous injection of
nitrogen and foamer solution into a radial, one-dimensional,
homogeneous porous medium that is 1 m thick with a
radius, R, of 71.5 m and a permeability of 1.3 d. The
medium is initially saturated with surfactant-free brine.
Volumetric injection rates are 0.165 m3/day of surfactant
solution and 3.14 m3/day of nitrogen relative to the 4.8 MPa
backpressure to give a gas fractional flow of 0.95.
Figure 12 displays the radial aqueous-phase saturation
profiles as a function of time. Dimensionless radial distance
is simply r’ = (r - rwell)/R. At short times (e.g., 0.1 PV), two
saturation fronts exist. The front that has propagated farthest
into the medium corresponds to unfoamed gas. For the 0.1
PV saturation profile, this first front is at roughly r’ = 0.7.
Little liquid is displaced by this front because gas mobility is
high in the absence of foam. The trailing front is quite steep,
sharp, and indicates efficient displacement. It arises because
of foam generation and propagation. Behind these strong
foam fronts, Sw is only about 5 saturation units above
connate saturation. The velocity of both fronts slows as they
move outward radially, as expected. Further, foam front
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propagation is slow because it can move only as quickly as
surfactant propagates.
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Fig. 12—Transient aqueous-phase saturation profiles
for the radial flow of foam and surfactant.

1

Fig. 13—Transient flowing-foam texture profiles
superimposed upon surfactant concentration profiles
for the radial flow of foam.

This point is better illustrated in Fig. 13 which presents
the transient bubble concentration profiles superimposed
over the surfactant concentration profiles. Foam texture is
presented with a dashed line and bubble concentrations are
located on the right y-axis. Surfactant concentration in
weight percent is given with a solid line and values are
found on the left y-axis. Foam texture is fine close to the
injector, but texture falls off quickly as foam moves out
radially and the gas and liquid velocities fall off as 1/r.
Foam texture declines abruptly where the surfactant
*
concentration falls to zero, because P c approaches zero in
the absence of surfactant and the foam coalescence rate
approaches infinity. Ahead of the surfactant front, a
continuous channel of unfoamed gas exists. It is interesting
to compare the bubble profiles in Fig. 13 with the previous
three cases, Figs. 3, 7, and 10. In the earlier examples, foam
textures immediately behind the foam fronts are elevated
above the steady-state value and above the textures found
farther upstream. Since there was ample surfactant at the
front due to presaturation, stable foam films were generated;
since the capillary pressure at the front is relatively low, the
foam coalescence rate is low. In the radial case shown in

Fig. 13, there is no elevation in the foam texture
immediately behind the foam front. Here, the foam
coalescence rate is relatively high. The surfactant
concentration decreases to zero across the foam front
leading to low P*c at the front according to Eq. (4) and to
large foam coalescence rates according to Eq. (3).
Figure 14 shows the radial pressure profiles as a
function of time on a semi-logarithmic scale. Pressure drop
initially builds quickly in time as foam generates and fills
the region around the injection well. The rate of pressure
increase declines with time as the foam propagation rate
slows in outward radial flow. Pressure gradients near the
injection point are shallow just as they are for linear flow in
Fig. 2. Because the radial grid is relatively coarse (72 grid
blocks) compared to the radial distance spanned (i.e., 72 m),
the change in pressure gradient near r’ equal to 0.02 is
abrupt. Little foam is present in the first grid block making
flow resistance small. Away from the inlet region, the
pressure gradient declines as 1/r similar to a Newtonian
fluid. Apparent Newtonian behavior is maintained because
foam texture falls off as foam flows in the r-direction as
shown in Fig. 13.
Tremendous pressure drops are predicted in Fig. 14,
consistent with the foam-displacement parameters used to
match our linear core floods (Fig. 2). These are incredibly
strong foams reflecting the high limiting capillary pressures
of AOS 1416 at concentrations around 1 wt% in the absence
of oil. Practical field implementation of foam requires
careful selection of the foaming agent and concentration54.
Recall, that Figs. 6 and 11 predict that pressure drops
should decrease in heterogeneous environments.
Patzek and Koinis1 reported mobility reduction factors
(MRF = gas mobility / foam mobility) inferred from the
Kern River steam-foam pilots, that decreased steadily with
increasing distance from the injection well1. Figure 15
shows this same trend for our foam simulations. The
predicted MRF decreases with increasing radial distance
from the injector. Although the foam displacement
simulated here is shear thinning at constant texture, we find
that the MRF must decrease consonant with the decreasing
foam textures of Fig. 13. In radial flow, the decrease of
foam texture with increased distance has a greater effect on
gas mobility than shear-thinning in Eq. (5). Again, high
MRF is predicted because we employ parameters and initial
conditions in the foam displacement simulator that give
strong, efficient foams. In the steam-foam field tests, the gas
fractional flow was very high and gravity override was
significant leading to dry foams that were very vulnerable to
coalescence forces and hence much more coarse in texture.
Additionally, heat losses that cause steam condensation,
surfactant losses due to adsorption and precipitation, and
foam coalescence due to the presence of oil were significant.
All of these factors lessen the impact that foam has on gas
mobility.
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Fig. 16—Volume of foam in place versus total fluid
injection (compare to Fig. 13 of ref 1).
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Fig. 14—Transient pressure profiles for the radial flow
of foam and surfactant.
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Another interesting comparison to the results reported by
Patzek and Koinis1 is given in Fig. 16. Radial foam growth
rate is displayed by plotting in-situ foam volume in PV as a
function of the total cumulative fluid injection, relative the
system backpressure of 4.8 MPa. Results garnered from the
present case are shown as well as those from a radial
simulation at identical injection rates and conditions except
that the medium has been preflushed with surfactant. Both
curves reveal that the PV of foam in place increases linearly
with the total injected PV. Qualitatively, this trend agrees
with that observed in steam-foam field studies where foam
propagated in proportion to the injected PV of surfactant
solution. The slope of the presaturated case demonstrates
how efficient foam displacement might be in the absence of
rock adsorption and foam-oil interaction under conditions of
coinjection of gas and foamer solution.
5 Spot. The final case is simultaneous injection into one
quarter of a confined 5-spot pattern. Hence, we simulate
diverging/converging flow. The formation is assumed to be
20 m thick, the injector to producer spacing is 72 m, and the
formation is not dipping. These dimensions correspond
roughly to the conditions of the Mecca steam-foam pilot so
that we may continue our qualitative comparisons to
documented field results. The simulation assumes that the
formation is homogeneous with a permeability of 1.3 d, is
initially filled with brine, and is bounded by impermeable
layers. Injection occurs across the bottom 1/8 of the
formation, whereas the producer is completed across the
entire interval and is maintained at a pressure of 4.8 MPa.
We present saturation, bubble texture, and surfactant
concentration profiles in the vertical cross section between
injector and producer. Grid spacing is 2 m in the horizontal
direction and 1 m in the vertical direction.
To provide contrast with the highly efficient foam
displacement to follow, we first ran simulations of
unfoamed gas injection. Gas saturation contours in the
vertical cross section are presented in Fig. 17 at 50, 100, 200
and 300 d. The gray-scale shading indicates the gas
saturation. Unshaded portions of the graph refer to an Sg of
zero, and progressively darker shading corresponds to larger
Sg. Without foam, areas contacted by gas are poorly swept.
Buoyancy quickly drives injected gas to the top of the
formation, a gas tongue forms, and gas breakthrough at the
producer occurs quite quickly.
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Fig. 17—Gas saturation profiles for unfoamed gas
injection into a confined 5 spot.

Fig. 18—Gas saturation profiles for the simultaneous
injection of gas and foamer solution into a confined 5
spot.

After breakthrough, little desaturation occurs because
pressure gradients are low and buoyancy prevents gas from
contacting areas along the lower horizontal boundary. This
is classical gravity override.
With simultaneous injection of N2 and 0.83 wt% foamer
solution, foam generates where surfactant and gas are
present, and the results are dramatically different. Figures
18, 19, and 20 present Sg, nf, and Cs, profiles respectively, in
the vertical cross section at times of 50, 100, 200, and 300
days. The gas fractional flow is identical to the radial case,
0.95. Injection rates for N2 and aqueous solution are 15.5
3
and 0.85 m /d, respectively. In Fig. 18, the gas saturation
contours indicate that both a strong displacement by foam is
occurring and a weak displacement by the unfoamed gas
ahead of the foam front in a fashion similar to the radial
displacement in Fig. 12. Near the injector, the high gas
saturation region associated with the foamed gas assumes a
semi-spherical shape. The contours at later times in Fig. 18
illustrate that spherical growth and efficient displacement
continue. The darkly shaded region immediately below the
upper impermeable boundary indicates a tongue of
unfoamed gas that forms due to gravity override. Although

not depicted, areal sweep is also good where foam is
present.
Figure 19 illustrates foam texture as a function of time.
The foamed regions correspond exactly with zones of high
gas saturation. The bubble textures associated with black
shading are 100 mm-3, and the light-gray shading at the foam
-3
front is roughly 20 mm . Interestingly, and in agreement
with Fig. 13, the most finely textured foams are found
adjacent to the well bore where gas and liquid flow
velocities are largest.
The most provocative result of this simulation is found in
Fig. 20: surfactant is actually lifted in the formation above
its injection point. Black shading indicates a concentration
of 0.83 wt%. Foamed gas effectively desaturates the zone
around the injector. Although the aqueous-phase relative
permeability function is unchanged in the presence of foam,
the low Sw results in low relative permeability and highly
resistive flow for the aqueous phase. The flow of surfactantladen water is rerouted and surfactant is pushed upward in
the formation. In this example, gravity override has been
effectively negated.
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Fig. 19—Foam texture profiles for the simultaneous
injection of gas and foamer solution into a confined 5
spot.

Fig. 20—Surfactant concentration profiles for the
simultaneous injection of gas and foamer solution into
a confined 5 spot.

When foam reaches the upper boundary of the layer,
displacement continues from left to right in the horizontal
direction in a piston-like fashion that expels the resident
liquid phase. Propagation is slow until the flow begins to
converge.
Discussion
Recently, Rossen and coworkers26,27 presented a fractionalflow theory for foam displacement in porous media. Their
approach is notable since they consider gas diversion by
foam among layers of differing permeability. Beginning
with the steady-state experimental observations that
aqueous-phase relative permeability is unchanged from the
foam-free case44-48, 55 and that aqueous-phase saturation is
virtually constant9, 56 they use Darcy’s law, as illustrated by
Khatib et al.37 and Persoff et al.56, to obtain a fractionalflow theory for gas mobility in the presence of foam. This
method does not explicitly account for the role that foam
texture plays in reducing gas mobility. Additionally, the
method is not readily applied to two- and three-dimensional
flow. It does address, however, radial flow, diversion
among isolated layers of differing permeability, and layers
in capillary equilibrium.
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Our simulations of layered porous media presaturated
with surfactant solution reveal that significant flow
diversion and production from low permeability layers
occurs regardless of whether the layers communicate or not.
For practical applications, the extent of diversion into low
permeability layers predicted by our population-balance
model is quite different than the prediction of the fractional
flow theory of Rossen et al.26, 27. Because the fractionalflow model sets the capillary pressure in each layer equal to
*
P c at all times, it predicts strong foams in the low
permeability layer and diversion into the high permeability
layer. This asymptotic behavior is seen in Fig 10b as finely
textured foam evolves in the low permeability layer because
of the low coalescence rate at high water saturation and low
Pc there. However, this behavior occurs only after more
than 1 PV of foam has been injected, an occurrence unlikely
to happen in the field. We should caution here that the foam
textures predicted after many pore volumes of injection in
Fig. 10b are exceptionally fine. When bubbles become so
closely spaced, we expect foam generation by snap-off to
cease as the close spacing of the bubbles prevents sufficient
liquid accumulation for snap-off7.
For radial flow, our population balance method predicts
that foam texture and, consequently, MRF falls with
increasing distance from the injection well in both steady
and unsteady flow consistent with field observations of gas
mobility1. The fractional-flow model for foam, though,
predicts that MRF is independent of radial distance. In the
fractional flow model, all of the effects of foam on gas
mobility are inferred from the wetting liquid mobility which
is nearly constant for foam flow at the limiting capillary
pressure. Since we explicitly account for the coarsening of
foam texture as foam flows radially and the effect that
texture has on gas mobility, we are able to obtain trends
qualitatively similar to those observed in the field.
The case of simultaneous foamer and gas injection into a
5-spot geometry also permits some comparison with field
trends. Firstly, we are able to simulate the propagation of
foam far into the reservoir and improved vertical sweep1, 4.
Secondly, there is some evidence for spherical growth of the
foam zone, such as that shown in Fig. 19, in the Kern River
steam-foam pilots1. We predict a constant growth rate of the
foam zone, just as was found in the field. Likewise,
temperature observations collected at the pilots indicate
foam zones with roughly spherical shape.
The calculations presented in this paper represent only a
small fraction of the interesting cases possible. Since we
specified that all porous media were initially free of oil, we
discovered the effect that foam might have if strong foam
generation occurred in situ. We have not included
coalescence terms for the interaction of foam with oil.
Although our simulator is fully capable of modeling steam
injection, we have not simulated such cases. Additionally,
there is speculation of a minimum pressure gradient required
to propagate foams under field conditions3, 21-24. We have
not simulated foam including such a mobilization pressure
gradient.
Only the effects of strong foam were simulated here. By
*
simulating a surfactant system with a smaller P c, it is
possible to simulate weak foams that can display even more
*
interesting diversion behavior. For example, if P c is less
than the capillary entry pressure of a porous medium, foam

will not form37. Hence, stable foam may be generated in
high permeability layers where the capillary entry pressure
*
is slightly lower than P c but not at all in low permeability
layers. Flow resistance in the high-permeability layer will
thus be significant and will divert substantial gas flow into
the foam-free low-permeability layer. Further, gravitational
effects and the interplay with heterogeneity should be
considered more closely. Gravity might cause the top of a
reservoir to be so dry that only very weak foams subject to
rapid coalescence can form or the rock may be so dry that
no foam formation is possible. Finally, we need to simulate
steam foams for which condensation is important.
Hence, we caution that the results shown here are not
general. Foam displacement in porous media depends
strongly on bubble texture which is influenced through the
limiting capillary pressure by foamer formulation including
the type of surfactant, surfactant concentration, the
concentration and type of ions in solution, as well as the
temperature. In all cases presented here, displacements
begin with the formation full of water. High water saturation
and low capillary pressure are conducive to foam formation.
Different initial and injection conditions might change the
effectiveness of foam as a displacement agent. Likewise,
our knowledge of foam trapping is not sufficient to predict
whether trapping occurs to the same degree, and in the same
fashion, in high and low permeability rocks, even if
geometrically similar.
Summary
We have shown that it is practical to model foam
displacement
mechanistically
in
multidimensions.
Beginning with an n-component compositional simulator,
the bubble population-balance equations are successfully
incorporated within the simulator’s fully implicit
framework. The mechanistic population-balance approach
allows us to insert the physics of foam displacement directly
into a reservoir simulator. Foam is treated as a nonchemical
"component" of the gas phase and the evolution of foam
texture is modeled explicitly through pore-level foam
generation and coalescence equations. As foam mechanisms
become better understood, this framework allows for their
inclusion.
For both noncommunicating and communicating linear
heterogeneous layers, foamed gas efficiently diverts to low
permeability layers when the layers are initially saturated
with surfactant solution in the absence of gravity. For
communicating layers, the foam propagation rate is equal in
both layers. In this instance, foam dramatically evens out
injection profiles.
For one-dimensional radial flow, we find that foam
pressure drop scales as 1/r similar to a Newtonian fluid. The
gas mobility reduction factor for radial foam flow falls off
as foam moves outward radially from the injector because
the foam coarsens. This decline in mobility reduction factor
in radial flow is consistent with previous field observations
of steam-foam propagation1.
For simultaneous injection of gas and foamer solution
into a confined 5-spot pattern, we clearly see two
displacement fronts. Unfoamed gas moves upward through
the formation due to buoyancy and is ineffective in
displacement. The second front tracks with surfactant
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propagation and the generation of foam. The strong foam
desaturation front takes a semi-spherical shape for short
times with the origin of the sphere at the injector.
Importantly, it is found that gravity override can be
effectively negated.
These predictions are a result of the direct approach
taken to model foam displacement. Since gas mobility in the
presence of foam depends strongly on foam texture, it is
necessary to account for foam-bubble evolution to model
gas mobility generally and correctly.
Nomenclature
C=
concentration
r
F = component vector flux,
k= rate constant
K= permeability
L= length of linear porous medium
MRF = mobility reduction factor
n= number density of foam
p= pressure
Pc= capillary pressure
PV= pore volume (injected or in place)
q= generation rate and source/sink term
r= radial distance
R= radial extent of porous medium
S= phase saturation
t= time
u= Darcy velocity
v= interstitial velocity
Greek Letters
α= proportionality constant for foam effective
visosity
∇ • = divergence operator
ϕ= porosity
µ = viscosity
Γ = adsorption isotherm
Subscripts
1= generation rate constant
-1= coalescence rate constant
f= flowing foam
g= gas phase
i= phase (i.e., aqueous, gas, or oil)
j= chemical species
s= surfactant
t= stationary foam
w= water or wetting phase
wc= connate water saturation
well= denotes well radius
Superscripts
o= denotes reference value
*= value correponds to the limiting capillary
pressure
'= denotes normalized radial distance
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